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Abstract. Random forests is an effective prediction tool widely used in data mining. However, the usage
and human comprehensiveness of the rules obtained from a forest is a difficult task because of an amount of
rules, which are patterns of the data, from a number of trees. Moreover, some rules conflict with other rules.
This paper thus proposes a new method which can integrate rules from multiple trees in a Random Forest
which can help improve the comprehensiveness of the rules. The experiments show that the rules obtained
from our method yielded the better results and also reduced the inconsistent condition between rules from
different decision trees in the same forest.
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1. Introduction
Ensemble method is a popular machine learning technique which has been interested in data mining
communities. It is widely accepted that the accuracy from the ensemble of several weak classifiers is usually
better than a single classifier given the same amount of training information. A number of effective ensemble
algorithms have been invented during the past 15 years, such as Bagging (Breiman, 1996), Boosting (Freund
and Schapire, 1996), Arching (Breiman, 1998) and Random Forests (Breiman, 2001).
Random Forests [1] is an ensemble classifier proposed by Breiman. It constructs a series of classification
trees which will be used to classify a new example.
The idea used to create a classifier model is
constructing multiple decision trees, each of which uses a subset of attributes randomly selected from the
whole original set of attributes. However, the rules generated by existing ensemble techniques sometimes
conflict with the rules generated from another classifier. This may lead to a problem when we want to
combine all rule set into a single rule set. Therefore, several works intend to increase the accuracy of the
classifiers.
In this paper, we present an approach which can integrate rules from multiple decision trees. Our method
is aimed at incrementally integrating a pair of rules. The newly integrated rules will replace its original rules.
The replacement process will be repeated until a stopping criterion is met. Finally, the new set of rules will
be used to classify a new data.

2. Random Forests
The Random Forests [1] is an effective prediction tool in data mining. It employs the Bagging method to
produce a randomly sampled set of training data for each of the trees. This Random Forests method also
semi-randomly selects splitting features; a random subset of a given size is produced from the space of
possible splitting features. The best splitting is feature deterministically selected from that subset. A pseudo
code of random forest construction is shown in Figure 1.
To classify a test instance, the Random Forests classifies the instance by simply combining all
results from each of the trees in the forest. The method used to combine the results can be as simple as
predicting the class obtained from the highest number of trees.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo code for the random forest algorithm
To generate c classifiers:
for i = 1 to c do
Randomly sample the training data D with replacement to produce Di
Create a root node, N i containing Di
Call BuildTree( N i )
end for
BuildTree(N):
if N contains instances of only one class then
return
else
Randomly select x% of the possible splitting features in N
Select the feature F with the highest information gain to split on
Create f child nodes of N , N 1 ,..., N f , where F has f possible values ( F1 , … , F f )
for i = 1 to f do
Set the contents of N i to Di , where Di is all instances in N that match

Fi
Call BuildTree( N i )
end for
end if
Fig. 1: The pseudo code of Random Forest algorithm [17]

3. Methodology
3.1. Extracting Rules from Decision Tree
A method for extracting rules from a decision tree [11] is quite simple. A rule can be extracted from a
path linking from the root to a leaf node. All nodes in the path are gathered and connected to each other
using conjunctive operations.

Fig. 2: An example of decision tree

For example, a decision tree for classifying the person who get sunburned after sunbathe is shown in Fig.
2. A rule of sunburned person can be obtained from the root node “hair color” and its value “blonde” linking
to the node “lotion used” and its value “no”. So that the extracted rule will be “IF hair color is
blonde and lotion used is no, THEN sunburned. All obtained rules from the tree in Fig. 2
are listed below.
(1) IF hair color
(2) IF hair color
sunburned.
(3) IF hair color
(4) IF hair color

is blonde AND lotion used is no THEN nothing happens.
is blonde AND lotion used is yes THEN the person gets
is red THEN the person gets sunburned
is brown THEN nothing happens

3.2. Integration of Rules from Random Forests
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We have proposed a new method to integrate rules from random forests which has the following steps.
1. Remove redundancy conditions
In this step, we will remove the more general conditions which appear in the same rule with
more specific conditions. For example:
IF weight>40 AND weight>70 AND weight>80 AND weight<150 AND
height<180 THEN figure=fat

We can see that the condition weight>80 is more specific than weight>40 and
weight>70 so weight>40 and weight>70 are removed. The final rule will be
IF weight>80 AND weight<150 AND height<180 THEN figure=fat

2. For every pair decision trees
2.1 Remove redundancy rules. For example:
Rule 1: IF thickness=thin AND lace=glue THEN report=minor
Rule 2: IF thickness=thin AND lace=glue THEN report=minor
New Rule: IF thickness=thin AND lace=glue THEN report=minor
2.2 Remove all conflicts rules. The rules with the same conditions but different consequences
must be removed. For example:
Rule 1: IF face=soft AND age>3 THEN toy=doll
Rule 2: IF face=soft AND age>3 THEN toy=elastic
New Rule: 2.3 Remove more specific rules. The rules with a condition set which is a superset of another
rule should be removed. For example:
Rule 1: IF fur=short AND nose=yes AND tail=yes THEN type=bear
Rule 2: IF fur=short AND ear=yes AND nose=yes AND tail=yes THEN
type=bear

Rule 3: IF nose=yes AND tail=yes THEN type=bear
New Rule: IF nose=yes AND tail=yes THEN type=bear
2.4 Extend the range of continuous conditions. The rules with the range of the same attribute
can be combined into the widest one. For example:
Rule 1: IF duty=recording AND period<3 AND period>1.5 THEN
wage=1500
Rule 2: IF duty=recording AND period<2 AND period>1 THEN wage=1500
New Rule: IF duty=recording AND period<3 AND period>1 THEN
wage=1500

2.5 Divide range of conditions. The rules of different classes with the same attribute which has
overlapped range should be divided into several parts. For example:
Rule 1: IF credit=yes AND
Rule 2: IF credit=yes AND
New Rule 1: IF credit=yes
New Rule 2: IF credit=yes

money>20000 THEN
money<40000 THEN
AND money>=40000
AND money<=20000

allow=yes
allow=no
THEN allow=yes
THEN allow=no

Rule 3: IF usage>100 AND payment=paid THEN promotion=false
Rule 4: IF usage>=200 AND usage<400 AND payment=paid THEN
promotion=true
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New Rule 3: IF usage>100 AND usage<200 AND payment=paid THEN
promotion=false

New Rule 4: IF usage>=200 AND usage<400 AND payment=paid THEN
promotion=true
New Rule 5: IF usage>=400 AND payment=paid THEN promotion=false

2.6 If percent of accuracy of new rules on the validation set is still improved, repeat 2.1-2.5.
3. Output the new rule set

4. Experiments
4.1. Data Sets
We used seven datasets from UCI Machine Learning Repository [15], namely Balance Scale, Blood
Transfusion, Haberman's Survival, Iris, Liver Disorders, Pima Indians Diabetes Database, and Statlog.
Moreover, we compared our proposed method to Random Forests and C4.5 [7] using a standard 10-fold
Cross Validation.
In each training set, a validation set which was used to find the best new rule set consisted of 20% of the
number of training examples in the original training set. The remaining was used to train a Random Forest.
In this experiment, we used WEKA [14] as our learning tool.

4.2. Experimental Results
Because the order of the rules which are integrated can affect the final results, we divided our rule
integration method into two ways, i.e. integrate the highest accurate rule first (RFh) and integrate the lower
accurate rule first (RFl). The results obtained from our experiments are shown in Table 1.
Accuracy (%)
Data Set
Balance Scale
Blood Transfusion
Haberman's Survival
Iris
Liver Disorders
Pima Indians Diabetes Database
Statlog

RFh

RFl

90.98
94.79
92.17
96.00
97.71
97.13
97.97

91.68
97.60
94.80
98.67
98.86
97.27
98.12

Random
Forests
80.48
72.19
66.67
95.33
68.95
73.82
86.96

C4.5
76.64
77.81
72.87
96.00
68.69
73.83
85.22

Table1. The average of accuracy percent of predicting result by integrating rules compare with Random Forest and C4.5

5. Conclusion
We have been proposed a new method which can integrate rules obtained from several trees in a Random
Forest. The results from seven datasets from UCI machine learning repository show that our method yields
the better classification results than the original random forest and the ordinary decision tree. Moreover, the
rule set from our integration method can help users when they use the rule set. The rules from different
decision trees may conflict with rules from another tree. Our method can remove these inconsistent
conditions and output a new rule set which can be better applied to classify unseen data.
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